Outdoor spaces, meet the big, bold flames of Town & Country

Outdoor living has never been so luxurious.

Town & Country sets the benchmark fireplace design. Built to face the elements, the Wide Screen 54 Outdoor gas fireplace can withstand temperatures up to -40°C while disappearing ceramic glass ensures Town & Country’s signature bold flames are always protected from wind.

PRODUCT FEATURES
• Town & Country’s Signature bold Flames
• Create your perfect fire inside the firebox with Design-A-Fire
• Overhead LED Interior Lighting
• Stainless Steel frame around disappearing ceramic glass
• Minimum 24” of vertical venting required
• Heavy duty valve system designed for cold climates (up to -40°F)
• Superior materials and construction
• Simple on/off flame operation
• Natural gas or propane
• Direct Vent only
• All Outdoor Models Require C Series Burner Kits
• Total square inches of viewing area: 750
• BTU Input NG/LP: 54,900 high, 46,200 low
• Efficiency 26.3% (Based on CPSA P.4.1-15)

Please note: Due to elevation and fuel type, flame characteristics may not be exactly as shown.

FIREBOX PANEL OPTIONS
- BLACK PORCELAIN
- COFFEE BEAN BROWN PORCELAIN
- COPPER PORCELAIN
- TITANIUM PORCELAIN

DIMENSIONS (SERIES C)

Weight: 431 lbs.

Please note: Reference Dimensions Only. Dimensions subject to change. Please refer to installation manuals for detailed specifications.